
A more prosperous UK outside the EU

Over the next few days I will publish pieces setting out how we can use our
new found freedoms and spend our own money after 31 October when we are
scheduled to leave the EU.

One of the important wins will be to resume our full voting membership of the
World Trade Organisation. Once out we will decide our own tariffs for imports
into the UK. We can exercise this freedom to take all tariffs off products we
do not make or grow for ourselves, providing cheaper food and clothes for UK
consumers.

The EU imposes average tariffs of 5%, with an average 11.8% tariff on food.
Dairy products are charged at a high 38.1%, fruit and vegetables at 11.5% and
sugar and confectionery at 23%. Why shouldn’t we enjoy cheaper oranges and
lemons from countries like South Africa, and cheaper wines from Australia and
New Zealand?

The UK government has already set out a provisional tariff schedule, and has
decided to abolish all tariffs on imported components, providing a welcome
boost to UK manufacturing.

The EU will decide whether the UK must pay the external tariffs it charges
the USA, China and others on their exports to the EU, or whether to negotiate
a free trade agreement to avoid tariffs both ways.

Either way there are plenty of UK trade opportunities. EU tariffs in certain
areas are too high. They are an unwelcome tax on the consumer, designed to
protect continental farmers and producers at the expense of growers and
makers elsewhere in the world. We should bring those down as we leave.

Wokingham Borough Council response to
the recent Environment Lobby

Following a recent Environment Lobby in Parliament, I wrote on behalf of
constituents to Wokingham Borough Council to ask what they are doing to
improve waste management locally. I have now received the enclosed response
from them:
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The composition of the new Cabinet

https://johnredwoodsdiary.com/

There has been much misleading comment masquerading as analysis about the
nature of the new Cabinet.
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There are just two members who voted against the Withdrawal Agreement on all
three occasions it came forward, and three who voted against it on two of the
three occasions.

There are fourteen who voted Remain plus the Chief Whip.

The big majority of the Cabinet supported Mrs May’s Withdrawal Agreement, and
some  were particularly vocal in urging others to do so.

Congratulations to Boris

Boris Johnson yesterday became Prime Minister, following his good election
win in the Conservative leadership contest.

He campaigned consistently and strongly to get us out of the EU by 31
October, with or without a deal. He made clear he sees the draft EU
Withdrawal Treaty as dead. He and the government he leads must  now see this
through. I wish him every success with the task.

The draft Withdrawal Treaty

Martin Howe, Richard Aikens and T Grant have written an excellent guide to
the draft Withdrawal Treaty, published by Politeia.

They remind us that the whole Withdrawal Treaty, not just the Irish backstop,
contains problems for the UK were we to sign it.

In particular they cite

It reaffirms the supremacy of EU law in specified  areas, requiring UK1.
courts to strike down any UK legislation which contradicts EU law.
It gives the European Court of Justice an important role in settling2.
disputes by referring them to the ECJ, a court of one of the two parties
to the dispute. International Treaties usually go to third party
independent appeal
It imposes stringent penalty payments  on the UK for non compliance and3.
allows the EU to suspend its own Treaty obligations if they argue the UK
has failed to comply
There is no exit clause for the UK without the permission of the EU4.

I wrote a letter to the Attorney General about various problems with the
draft Treaty including  the long tail financial liabilities it would commit
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us to.

It is good the new PM has said this draft Treaty is “dead”.


